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83 GALWAY CORPORATION MS.

said Gregory Nolan to be Atturny for the said Corporacion on any other suit or suits hearafter to be commenced or 
p[ro]secuted in the said Court, ratifying, confirming and allowing, holding firm and stable all and whatsoever our said Atturny shall doe or cause to be done in and about recovering the premises and every part and parcell thereof to be as firm and effectual in law, to all intents and purposes, as if we ourselves might or could doe if [we] were personally present and did the same. In wittness whereof we have herunto set the Comon [Seale] of the said Corporacion of Gallway, the seventh day of June Anno D[omi]ni, one thousand six hundred and eighty eight.

[ TO BE CONTINUED]

Random Notes on the History of County Mayo.

By G. V.  MARTYN.

COMPOSITION OF CONNACHT.
THE Indenture of Composition of 1585 is the filst Domesday Book of the Province though a very incomplete one. It professes to give the areas of profitable lands in baronies, the names of the chiefs, the extent of their demesnes and some other particulars, but it leaves a great deal to the imagination. Knox who should have been well qualified by training to make a full analysis of it, disposes of the whole subject in three pages and leaves us in complete ignorance as to how the Province is going to be governed in future. He appears to consider that by setting
up judicial courts all the requirements of the country would be met. He says: "The English of Henry II's time brought with them an elaborate system of law and judicature in courts rising from those of the laws of the manors to those of the King, whose courts and whose administration kept the whole state together
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and secured safety and justice usually to all men." It was just because it appears to have been considered that the functioning of judicial courts implied "governing" that some enquiry should be made into how this misconcepdon arose. We must, however, first analyse the Indenture of Composition, generally as regards the Province of Connacht, more particularly as regards the County of Mayo and in detail as regards the barony of Kilmame.

The Encyclopedia Britannica gives the following figures for Connacht in 1880:-

 Gross Area................................................ 4,392,123 acres.   
Less mountain, bog, waste and water     1,564,854
Net area.....................................................  2,827,269   "

"
In the Composition the area reckoned as subject to crown rent was approximately 1,582,000 statute acres (on the assumption that the ancient quarter of 120 Irish acres was equivalent to 240 statute acres). In 1585, therefore, little more than one third of the gross (or one-half of the net) area was estimated as being used for tillage or farming. Some 1,200,000 acres were partly forest and partly waste, but, although nothing is said as to what would happen when forest and waste lands were converted to tillage and farming purposes, it is evident that, when the question arose, a resurvey of the country must be made.
	The Province appears to have been reckoned as comprising 10 "Chief's countries." Their names, the names of their principal castles and the areas subject to crown rent are as follows:
                                                                                                 COMPOSITION AREA
Co. GALWAY:                                  CHIEF,                      CASTLE,                          STAT. ACRES.

O'Kelly's Country                     Hugh O'Kelly,                   Lissedalon                 	159,000
O'Madden's  "                           D. O'Madden                    Longford	                                  56,000
Clanricarde's "                          Earl of Clanricarde             Loughrea	                                229,000
0' Flaherty's   "                          Sir Morogh O'Flaherty      Aghnenure                                  67,000
MacDavey's  "                          Sir H. Burke                       Glinsk                                        50,000
Bermingham's"                          Lord Bermingham              Dunmore                                    44,000

Co. MAYO:

Lr. McWilliam"                         Sir Richard Bourke           Ballinrobe                               350,000

Co. SLIGO:

O'Conor Sligo"                          O'Conor Sligo                    Sligo                                       218,000

Co. ROSCOMMON:

O'Conor Don's"                         O'Conor Don                     Ballintubber                          217,000

Co. LEITRIM:

O'Rourke's     "                              O'Rourke                           Dromahair                             192,000
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The unit of crown rent was fixed at 10 shillings per Irish quarter of arable and pasture. Money was about six times as valuable then as in say 1900 and hence the Crown rent in 1585 would have been equivalent to about 3d. per statute acre. This, however does not represent the gross liability of the land. The differentcountries were required to maintain the following armed forces for provincial and national purposes :

                                                                                        PROVINCIAL.                                          NATIONAL.
                                                                                 HORSE.               FOOT.                           HORSE.             FOOT.
Co. Galway                                                                  79                       494                                 35                     122
County Mayo                                                              40                       200                                 15                       50
County Sligo                                                                20                         60                                 10                       30
County Leitrim                                                            15                         80                                   8                       40
County Roscommon                                                    30                         30                                  10                       40  
                                                                               ______________________________________________________
                                                                                  184                        864                                 78                       282
                                                                               ______________________________________________________ 

Nothing is said as to the arming, clothing, t raining, etc., of this force or as to its cost. If we assume that the provincial force was equivalent to a Police establishment, its cost might be put at £60 per horse and £25 per foot per annum, or acout 6d. per acre. By this calculation the Crown imposed a total liability of about 9d. per acre for Imperial purposes and provincial defence. The additional revenue the Crown would get would be from court fees, fines, etc.
Nothing is said ahout civil administration but it may be inferred that each chief was expected to administer his own area in the manner he had hitherto done pending the setting up of an English form of local goyernment.
	Proceeding from the general to the particular we may now analyse the Composition in regard to the County of Mayo.
	The county was divided into nine baronies, but Costello (143,374 acres) was excluded, as owing to want of population and profitable land, it was not worth reckoning. The area of what, for convenience, may be called profitable land in each barony is given in the Indenture, but to make the figures more intelligible it is necessary to ascertain from the Ordnance Maps the gross area and other particulars. Unfortunately, the only figures given are the gross and water; mountain, bog and waste per barony are omitted. The available figures are thus as follows:
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BARONIES.                   COMPOSITION AREA.                 ORDNANCE SURVEY.
                                               STAT. ACRES              GROSS AREA.     WATER.        NET AREA.

Clanmorris                             48,000                               69,252                       564                   68,688
Kilmaine                                 77,000                             105,988                  11,404                   94,584
Murrisk                                  19,000                              137,061                    1,789                 135,872
Gallen                                     38,000                              119,392                    1,641                 117,751
Burrishoole                           28,000                               146,991                    3,568                143,423
Carra                                       61,000                              146,816                   15,745                131,071
Erris                                        10,000                               232,888                     3,925                228,963
Tyrawly                                  69,000                              261,029                    15,931               245,098
                                       

 Kilmaine with 70 per cent of its net area as arable and pasture takes thus the first position amongst the baronies, Clanmorris second, and Carra third. As regards communications Kilmaine and Carra were in the best positions since they could utilise the lakes for transport.
The principal contracting parties to the Composition on behalf of the County Mayo appear to have been as follows:

Sir Richard Bourke of Newtown (Tyrawly), The MacWilliam. 
Edmond Bourke of Castlebar-nominated successor.
William Bourke, Ballycarra (The Blind Abbot).
O'Malley of Westport-Chief of Murrisk.
Richard MacMorris of Clanmorris.
Edward MacJordan of Gallen.
Representatives of the Bourkes of Burrishoole, Shrule, Cong, Cloonagashe1, Belleek, and Ardnarea.
And some twenty-five smaller gentry.

	The noticeable omissions are representatives of the important estates of Newbrook and Hollymount.
	The grants made to Sir Richard Bourke are of two kinds, viz., (1) as MacWilliam and (2) his family estate.
	With respect to the MacWilliamship tbe holder of that dignity was entitled during his reign to possess:

The Castle of Ballinrobe with demesne of 1,000 profitable acres.
The Castle of Lough Mask  "       "           " 3,000    "             acres.
The Castle of Kinlough         "       "          " 2,000     "            acres.

In addition the MacWilliam was entitled to rent charges of:

1d. (modern) per acre on 63,000 acres in Kilmaine.
1d.        "         "     "     "  25.000   "      "  Carra.
1d.         "         "     "     " 10,000    "      " Burrishoole.
1d.         "          "     "    " 38,000     "     " Tyrawly.
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    The annual value of these castles, demesnes, and rent charges might be between £4,000 and £5,000 a year, which appears to be a small remuneration for a ruling chief. It has, however, to be remembered that a MacWiIliam was invariably the possessor of a large private estate. In the case of Sir Richard Bourke that estate was Newtown (later Castlegore) in Tyrawly. The demesne was 2,500 acres in extent but we may assume that the whole estate comprised the "cowrine of Newtown," some 10,000 acres of profitable lands. Sir Richard's gross landed property might, therefore, have been worth £10,000 a year.
Edmond Bourke of Castlebar claimed to be successor to the MacWilliamship but Bingham would not admit his claim when Sir Richard Bourke died in September 1585. In the Composition Edmond was granted the town and castle of Castlebar with 2,500 acres as demesne. The full extent of his estate may be reckoned as the "cowryne of Castlebar" containing some 5,000 acres of profitable land-say, 10,000 acres gross.
A claimant to the MacWilliamship after Edmond was William Bourke (The Blind Abbot) of Ballycarra.
In the Composition the Blind Abbot was granted the "castle of Ballycarra and eight quarters free," but there is neither castle nor demesne at the village of Ballycarra whereas close by Gweeshaden is the demesne of Ballinafad. Walter Blake, who died in 1633, possessed both Ballinafad and Gweeshaden, and there appear to be good grounds for assuming that the Blind Abbot in 1585 resided at Ballinafad. The extent of "cowryne Ballycarra" is given in the Composition as 5,000 acres profitable-say 10,000 acres gross, but his full estate may have been much larger.
In the List of Castles in Connacht in 1574, Thomas Keagh Bourke is shown as possessor of Ballycarra and Newbrook. This Thomas Keagh was given in 1574 the empty title of Seneschal of Robeen Parish (then called Muinter Crechain) and in the Composition he was granted Newbrook and 700 acres as demesne.
That he was a persona grata with Sir H. Sidney in 1574 is evident; yet beyond being recognised as owner of Newbrook in 1585, we hear nothing more of him. It seems not unlikely that Newbrook in 1585 was earmarked by Bingham for confiscation and that
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Thomas Keagh Bourke was utiliseD as a stop-gap or perhaps caretaker.

In the beginning of the 13th century O"Malley territory comprised the kingdom of Umall, i.e., the baronies of Burrishoole and Munisk with Westport as the head quarters of the chief. The Norman expeditionary force in 1235 followed Felim O'Connor to Westport and Henry Butler, a member of the Ormond family selected Burrishoole as a suitable possession for himself. By 1340 the Butlers had disappeared and O'Malley probably resumed authority over Burrishoole. Edmond Albanagh clearly was in alliance with O'Maley in 1340 as not only was he married to O'Malley's daughter but without his father in law's support he could scarcely have assumed the title of 1st MacWilliam. From this time on the relations between the O'Malley's and Bourkes appear to have been amicable as during the next two centuries MacPhilipin, MacTibbot, etc. Bourkes were settled at Rockfleet, Burrishoole and Newport castles. It is not however till 1533 that definite information about the O'Malleys is forthcoming. Sidney mentions Grace O'Malley as being then the wife of "Iron Dick" Bourke. She probably brought him Burrishoole Castle and estate, as Iron Dick occupied that castle and Newport in 1574. In the Composition O'Malley is recognised as possessing the barony of Murrisk including some 15,000 profiblble acres with Caher-na-mart (Westport house) as his headquarters.
Knox mentions the interesting fact that "O'Malley was the only Gaelic chieftain of Mayo who retained his rank until the extinction of the title." It would, perhaps, be more informative if Knox had specified what the title was and when it  was extinguished. It may be inferred from Bourke's Peerage that Cromwell confiscated the Westport estate of the O'Malleys and banished the family to Achill and Clare Islands.

Reference has been made to the barony of Burrishoole as having been O'Malley territory in pre-Norman times. In the Composition the Earl of Ormond was granted the Manor of
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Burrishoole and 10,000 acres of profitable land. This may be called a Chateau en Espagne.
When Edmond Albanagh set up as MacWilliam in 1340 he had no use for Butlers at Burrishoole and they simply disappeared. In Henry VIII's reign, Anne Boleyn's father was a kinsman of the Ormondes and on tbe strength of this connection they put forward in Elizabeth's reign a claim to the Manor of Burrishoole.

A grant of more substance was that of the Manor of Moyne on the southern border of Kilmaine to the Clanricardes. A dispute over this property came before Sidney in 1566 and it was ordered that the castle must be surrendered to the Lord Deputy pending trial. In 1570 Davy MacJonyn occupied it and in the Composition the Abbey of Moyne and 500 acres are recorded as Crown property.
Moyne was the hereditary estate of a family the founder of which was Thomas Og Bourke, a grandson of Edmond Albanagh. He was MacWilliam from 1458 to 1460. The estate was known as Eraght Thomas and consisted of 18 towns. It came into the hands of five brothers, two of whom conveyed their shares to the 1st Earl of Clanricarde.
Some account has already been given of the 1st Earl of Clanricarde but it was omitted to mention that he is said to have acquired the equivocal title of Negan (beheader) because he made a mound of the heads of his enemies. To the sensitive and virtuous Bourkes of Mayo it was intolerable that a man of this character should seek a footing in the county, His death occurred in 1543 but his successor Richard Burke had no intention of foregoing a family claim. Although his sons regarded Fitton, the 1st Governor of Connacht, with distrust, Richard co-operated with him in his attack on Shrule Castle in 1570. This politic move would disarm suspicions of his own loyalty and at the same time provide him with an opportunity of perhaps securing
lands in Mayo.	.
In due course he found Shrule Castle left to him to hold on behalf of the Queen, and he had no difficulty in making good his claim to Moyne.
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An interesting grant in the Composition was that of the barony of Crossboyne (i.e., Clanmorris) to the Prendergasts.
It has been already explained that Maurice Prendergast obtained a footing in this barony before the Norman Conquest, but in the enfeofment that took place about 1236 Maurice Fitgerald appears to have been granted or acquired Clanmorris. The grant was inoperative in so far that the Prendergasts were not disturbed but they may have paid rent to Maurice Fitzgerald. By 1300 the Fitzgeralds had transferred their Connacht lands to the De Burghs and in the resulting confusion the Prendergasts sought to penetrate into Kilmaine barony. In Plea Rolls, 28th Ed. I. (1300) it appears that William Prendergast asserted that prior to 1243 the Manor of Lehinch was possessed by his ancestor. (It is uncertain if Lehinch merely meant the sub-manor of that name or if it included Hollymount Castle and Demesne). The Prendergast claim failed as, by 1300, Sir William Liath de Burgh had practically decided on making the barony of Kilmaine an inheritance for his son Edmond, and he evidently desired to have a nominee of his own at Hollymount.
At this time the Prendergasts were at Bri (Brize) Castle and when Edmond Albanagh set up as 1st MacWilliam Knox says they succeeded in keeping themselves from formal dependence on him and his successors. Thus by 1585 their position was recognised in the Composition by Richard MacMorris being recorded as chief lord of the barony.
In the List of castles of 1574 Richard MacMorris is shown as at Castle MacGarrett and Walter MacMorris at Bri. They were no doubt opposed to annexation and became impoverished by the 15 years struggle to prevent it. The signing of the Composition was their death knell as Anglo- Irish baronial chiefs. The last of them appears to have been Mary Prendergast (heiress of Castle MacGarrett) who married, Geoffrey Brown son of Dominick Browne of Carrabrowne and Barna. This Dominick was Mayor of Galway in 1575 and was ancestor of Dominick Browne, M. P., who was created 1st Lord Oranmore and Browne in 1836.

	The disposal of church lands. in the Composition was practically made on the principle that 10 per cent. of the existing profitable land should be earmarked for the "Lords Spiritual."
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The Archbishop of Tuam was granted such mansions as he claimed and 3,000 acres in demesne. Abbeys had been confiscated in Henry VIII's reign and they with 14,000 acres were reserved to the Queen by the Indenture of Composition.

To sum up-rather less that one-half the land area of the county, after excluding mountain, bog and water, was utilised as arable and pasture in 1585. The other half was either wood or waste. It is obvious the Composition was merely a provisional or temporary settlement of the land. When the security of life and property was assured a large increase in population must follow as the county was capable of feeding five times the number of inhabitants it had in 1585.
. .
KILMAINE, politically and economically, was the most important barony in the county, with an area of 94,584 acres (ex water). In 1574 it had 41 castles thus indicating that agriculture was then a thriving industry. The cause of this prosperity will be investigated further on.
In the enfeofment of Mayo by the Normans in 1236 Maurice Fitzgerald got Kilmaine in addition to three or four other baronies in Mayo. Sligo Manor became the headquarters of his Connacht estates but in 1236 he was Chief Governor of Ireland and it is doubtful if he could do more than exercise general supervision over his estates in the West. At Sligo he was doubtless represented by a Seneschal but it is clear that in the 13th century, when communications were bad and unsafe, Kilmaine could not be governed from Sligo Manor. To instal a seneschal on £1,000 a year with a treasurer, lawyers and a military force (as Orpen shows was the establishment at Carlow in 1280) would have involved deficits for many years. The absentee Norman Barons of Connacht were not philanthropists and their grants must be made to pay. There were plenty of Norman. adventurers on the look out for lands and prepared to govern baronies provided the terms were reasonable. The main conditions probably were (1) that rents must be suspended for the first two or three years, (2) the Barons must raise sufficient capital, on the security of the land, to enable sub-grantees to erect baronial headquarters
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with castles for outlying military posts. Whatever the terms were it is fairly certain that in the Norman period Kilmaine was in the hands of a sub-grantee and that by 16 March, 1299, when the formal transfer of Fitzgerald's lands were made to the De Burghs, the barony comprised two manors, viz., West and East Kilmaine.
It has been already argued that Baronial headquarters must have been at Ballinrobe. The name given to the western half was Lough Mask Manor but that of the eastern half is obscure as its name, Dunmoughern, cannot now be interpreted. However this may be, it is reasonably certain that Hollymount from its strategic and economic value must have been the headquarters. Creagh and the Neale were probably sub-manors of the Lough Mask area but as regards the eastern territory only Cloonagashel is mentioned.
Notwithstanding interminable turmoil it is remarkable that at the end of the 250 years of Anglo-Irish rule Kilmaine should be found with seven large castles and estates and thirty-four minor ones. An antiquarian for each parish would be needed to elucidate the histories of these estates and of the parishes in which they are situated. The theory that parish history is the basis of county history will become clear, when, further on, we examine the circumstances of one parish, viz., that of Ballinrobe. Meanwhile we will resume our review of the barony as far as the Indenture of Composition of 1585 will enable us to do so.
The parish areas (ex water) in Kilmaine according to the Ordnance Map are as follows:

ACRES.

Ballinchalla ............              8,418  
Ballinrobe ................          14,545 
Cong ........................          11,704
Kilmainebeg ............            3,613
Kilmainemore ........            13,792
Moorgagah	.........          1,789

	    Kilmolara. ............                3,961 
	    Kilcommon ........                17,395
	    Shrule ....................             11,600
	    Robeen ................               10,907
                                                                 ______
                                                                 97, 724
                                              
Assuming the ancient quarters of 120 Irish acres to be equivalent to 240 statute acres Kilmaine had in 1585 about 77,000 statute acres of profitable land. The remaining 20,000 acres were bog, wood and waste.
The division of the barony made in the Composition was:
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CHIEF.                         ACRES.

Conmycknecowlye	William Bourke of Shrule....     30,000
Eigherhyre	Edmond Bourke of Cong         20,000
Moynter Cregan ........          ............                                           7,700
			MacWilliam's Manors ........       8,000
		Abbey Lands............                   4,500
		Archbishop cf Tuam............       6,000
		Moyne ................................             500
                                                                                                       _____
                                                                                                       76,700           
It is impossible to reconcile these figures with the Parish areas.
	The specific grants made in the Composition are:
                                                                                          SUBJECT TO
                                               FREE (ACRES.)        COMPOSITION (ACRES.)

To Mac William.....                                      8,000                                                           
Earl of Clanricarde ............................                1,300  
William Bourke of Shrule ................                2,000                                                             4,500
Edmond Bourke of Cong ................                 1,500                                                             4,000  
Richard Og Bourke of  (Cloonagashel)          2,000                                                             3,000
John Browne of The Neale ............                  3,000 
Thomas Nolan of Creevagh ............                   700
Moyler Bourke ....................................               1,200 
Tibbot Reagh Bourke ....................                   1,200

With such confused figures no intelligible division of the barony in 1585 can now be made. All that can be done is to abstract from the List of Castles in 1574 a list of the principal estates in Kilmaine as follows:

OWNERS.
1. Ballinrobe
2. Lough Mask	MacWilliam.
3. Kinlough	
4. Crigh	Walter MacTibbot Bourke
5. Cloonagashel	Davy Bourke.
6. The Neale	Mac Meyler Bourke.
7. Hollymount	Walter na Mully Bourke.
8. Cong	Edmond Bourke.
9. Dalgin	The Crown.
10. Cloghan	Moyler Bourke.
And 33 minor estates.

In the Composition Richard Og Bourke is recognised as owner of Cloonagashel. John Browne, of The Neale and William Bourke, of Cloghan. Dalgin (Shrule) and Hollymount are omitted pending, it is presumed, their disposal by the Crown. The question of "Crigh" needs special investigation and, perhaps, the best way of dealing with it will be by analysing the circumstance of the parish to which it belongs, viz., that of Ballinrobe.
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BALLINROBE town owes its existence to the River Robe. Drinking water and the grinding of com were essentials which only a river could adequately provide. A natural weir added great value to the river at Ballinrobe and if a fort were needed more than one good site was available as the river runs between high banks for some distance.
That Ballinrobe was the headquarters of a tribal chief in pre-Norman times is more than likely. That the Normans built a castle there in the 13th century we know. Knox says that it was a small town with a castle and weir (i.e., about 1,300). The Norman ruler of the barony set up his court there, and Ballinrobe was Edmond Albanagh's headquarters when he became MacWilliam in 1340.
About two miles to the west the Robe discharged its waters into Lough Mask. North and south of the river's mouth the shore of the Lake is rocky and heavily wooded; half a mile inland there are rolling downs of soil admirably suited for the growing of wheat; oats, etc. The lands to the south of the river were called Ballycloonty but the castle and demesne were known as Cos Locha. For untold ages Coslough must have been the headquarters of a tribal chief since it provided the greatest necessities of ancient times, i.e., water, fuel, corn and fish! Be that as it may, Coslough was selected by the Normans as a site for a castle and manor, the erection of which Knox attributes to the MacTibbot Bourkes. As, however, that family did not come into existence until the 15th century it is not impossible that Coslough, up to 1340, was the residence of the Constable of Lough Mask Castle:
In the MacWilliam period Knox makes no reference to Coslough but the Hist. en Gen. De Burgo shows that in Sir John Bourke's time (1570-1580) "every MacWilliam had a penny and 13 ounces in the country of MacTibbot's sept in Coshlough."
We can now understand why there is no reference to Coslough in Knox's List of Castles of 1574.
The MacTibbots were opposed to the Annexation of Connacht and purposely omitted. making a return of Coslough Castle and Manor, fearing its confiscation or for some other reason.
Before proceeding further it is necessary to explain the apparent absence of Creagh from the List of Castles of 1574. It and Coslough were divided from one another by the river
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Robe and both, it is believed, were MacTibbot Bourke manors as we will now endeavour to show.
	The Norman ruler who set up in Ballinrobe about 1236-7 would not have been content, in peaceful times, without a country residence. Creagh was an ideal position, in that a castle in the demesne would be only a mile from Ballinrobe and yet within a short distance from Lough Mask. The triangle of which the mouth of the Robe to Keel bridge is the base, and Ballinrobe the apex, was occupied by the O'Gormly tribe in pre-Norman times and they appear to have been transplanted about 1236. We may reasonably contend therefore that the Creagh site was available and selected for what we might call a suburban residence of the ruler of Kilmaine in the Norman period.    
In a Note by Hardiman at p. 242 of his edition of the History of Iar-Connacht he mentions the Bourkes of Partry as being descended from Ulick son of Edmond (the Bearded). From this Ulick came also the Bourkes of Ballycarra and the MacTibbot Bourkes. The immediate ancestor of the Partry Bourkes was, according to Hardiman, Walter Fada, who was murdered in 1545 in order that the succession to the MacWilliamship should be ensured to his step-brother "Iron Dick" Bourke. Walter Fada's sons were Tibbot Reagh and Meyler and Tibbot Reagh's son was Walter.
Now in the 1574 List of Castles Tybbot MacMoyler is shown as having The Neale. There is however ample evidence to show that in 1574 The Neale belonged to Meyler Bourke whose father Walter was killed at the battle of Shrule in 1570. This Meyler was killed by his own cousin in 1578.
The next entry in the 1574 List of Castles to which we must draw attention is that Walter MacTibbot had Crigh. Knox argues that Crigh is Creevagh in the parish of Kilmolara. To show that this is in error we must quote the following evidence:

(i). Knox (a) p. 205-MacTibbot's Castle of the Crigh. 
	           (b) p. 284-     "                  "      of the Crich or Criche.
(ii). Composition-Thomas Nolan got Creevagh.
(iii). Strafford's Survey-Thomas Nolan at Cryah.
(iv). Hardiman's Note, p. 251 in Iar-Connacht.-Creevagh is Creagh and was forfeited by the Nolan's in 	Cromwell's time and acquired by James Cuff.
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It would thus appear .that in 1574 Walter MacTibbot's Castle of Crigh* was that of Creagh. He sold it to Thomas Nolan in 1582 and apparently moved to Coslough. His family name of Mac Tibbot of the Crigh or Crich continued to be attached to him at Coslough.
. It should be unthinkable that Knox could be wrong about his own home. On the other hand it is significant that he does not attempt to explain why if Crigh is in Kilmolara, Creagh should be omitted from the 1574 List of Castles and from the Composition of 1585.
A plausible theory about the MacTibbot Bourkes might be this: Dayid Bourke of the Sept Ulick was MacWilliam about 1545 and his son Walter Fada had Partry then. If he had not also Creagh and Coslough David may have given them to his grandson Theobald as a solatium for the murder of Walter Fada who was Theobald's father.
In 1585-6 Walter Bourke at Coslough, harboured Thomas Roe Bourke of Cloonagashel. Thomas refused to sign the Indenture of Composition and shut himself up at first on Hag Island in Lough Carra, then in Castle Hag, Lough Mask, and lastly in lnnishdurra, an island less than half a mile from Coslough shore. From this time on Bingham harried the MacTibbots and in 1592 he hanged Walter and his brother Meyler.t 

The other estates in the parish of Ballinrobe mentioned in the Composition are Bally, Lough Mask, Ballinrobe and Cloonagashel.

* Since this was written a Sketch Map of Connacht, temp. Henry VIII. has been found in the R. I. Academy, drawn probably between 1540 and 1547. It is on a very small scale but the compiler found room to enter the only place he heard of as existing on the East shore of Lough Mask. He calls it Crigh and he places it at the point where the river Robe discharges itself into the Lake.
tThe future of Coslough from 1592 up to Cromwell is in some doubt but according to family papers Nicholas Martyn of Galway acquired in 1627-1632 certain lands in Kilmaine which cannot now be identified. In Strafford's Survey their extent is given as seven quarters of arable and pasture. This would be equivalent to 1,600 statute acres or say 2,000 acres gross. The area of the Coslough property (including Curraghmore, etc.) is 1380 acres and of Moneycrower and Boleemeelah lands 337 acres.
In Cromwell's time both Creegh and Coslough were confiscated and about I685 Edmond Skerrett bought back Curraghmore as a dower for his daughter on her marriage with Geoffrey Martyn. The latter in his Will of 1697 refers to If his recoverable lands."
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Lough Mask Castle was more a military outpost than the residence of a manor holder. It needed lands in order that the garrison might be fed, but, as already indicated, as long as MacWilliams reigned at Ballinrobe, Creagh and (perhaps) Cloonagashel were their country seats. The manor of Ballinrobe meant lands required for the maintenance of the Manor Castle and its garrison. .
~ It is not proposed to deal with the history of Cloonagashel at all available information has been already published in this Journal.

Incomplete as this analysis of the parish of Ballinrobe is, it appears to indicate that the true basis of Mayo history is to be found in a study of all the information available about the large estates in the country by antiquaries possessing the necessary  local knowledge. Equipped with this material a capable historian would be in a position to connect up the facts, deduce inferences and then draw up the framework of a history, the details of which could be added to from time to time.
Meanwhile we may now proceed to consider a matter bearing on the Annexation of Connacht which conceivably in the eyes of the local inhabitants demands investigation and may prove interesting.

In the Dark Ages Europe was occupied in repelling the attacks of barbarian hordes and agriculture was neglected. Only in Spain was activity in cultivation shown and that by an alien race-the Moors. Egypt and Spain became the granaries of Europe.
Corn alone would not suffice outside the tropics, particularly for men undergoing the hardships of campaigning. Beef and mutton were essentials. Soldiers also needed warm clothing, boots, etc. The British Isles with their ample pastures could meet their wants in this respect and the export of meat, wool and hides from England, which probably began in the Roman period, went on increasing with the increase of population of continental countries.
. The history of Galway shows that up to about 1400 a spasmodic shipping trade had been carried on between that port and
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the Continent. Connacht at this time was practically cut off from the rest of Ireland. Galway was an enclave with an enterprising body of Anglo-Normans governing the town. They appeared to have rea1ised that the invention of the mariner's compass and the increasing size of ships made the sea transport of hides and wool to the Continent a paying proposition. The King's Staple for the sale of these commodities, which hitherto had been confined to Cork and Drogheda, was in 1375 extended to Galway and in 1396 a Charter was granted which gave the town a Corporation and a practical monoply of trade.
Bristol at this time was the centre of the shipping trade and its jealousy of Galway was evidently aroused as in 1400 some Bristol merchants petitioned the King for a licence to despatch four fully equipped ships to capture the port and town, which, owing to the rebellion of Ulick de Burgh, third MacWilliam, in 1388, was regarded as being independent of the Crown. The Anglo-Norman families (excluding Henry Blake and a few others who joined Ulick de Burgh) by declaring allegiance to the King saved Galway from invasion and from this time on for 200 years the town was governed and prospered under the rule of a body called by Cromwell "The Tribes."
The origin of the myth that the Tribes were Bristol merchaats wouid appear to be explained by a note at p. 59 of Hardiman's History. In 1415 certain Galway merchants (including Thomas Lynch, Edmond Blake and John Athy) joined with three merchants of Athenry in freighting a ship with hides to a Continental port. Two of these merchants bore foreign names, viz., Rede and Heryng. The history of the Deane family shows they came from Bristol about 1425, and there is other evidence that the Galway merchants sought the knowledge and experience of Bristol experts in the shipping trade. Indeed it would be remarkable if they did not, as they could well afford to pay high sa1aries to trained men.
Perhaps the most illuminating statement regarding the wool trade of England is made in the Harmsworth Encyclopedia, viz. that when in Elizabeth's reign the export of wool was forbidden a woolsack was placed in the House of Lords to remind the authorities of the source of national prosperity. In 1281 the market price of wool appears to have been three shillings per lb
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or three to four times that in modem days, but what it fetched delivered at a Continental Port is not stated.*
That the Galway merchants had a practical monopoly of the seagoing export and import trade goes without saying. It would also seem that they bought hides and wool in the open market. The prices these commodities fetched must have depended more on political conditions than on the cost of inland transport. The producers were the owners of estates but unless the lines of communications with Galway were safe the trade could not prosper. The custody of these lines must have the special care of the Upper and Lower MacWilliams and the duties they imposed determined the market price the Commodities fetched in Galway. These duties were probably the most important part of the MacWilliam revenues and seem to explain why in 1574 Kilmaine is found studded with castles and the reigning MacWilliam is able to pay for a considerable body of mercenary troops.
It was sound military instinct that prompted the Normans to adopt the line of the Lakes as their main communication. A few castles and a few boats sufficed to make that line safe.
"Trade follows the flag." It was also sound commercial instinct that prompted the Galway merchants to recognise that self-interest would induce the MacWilliams to safeguard that line at all cost. The quarrels between these chiefs in the 15th and 16th centuries were probably more on questions connected with imports on trade than on their own political status. The Galway MacWilliam might be disposed, when a dispute arose, to institute a blockade against Mayo, but he knew he would also be a sufferer and, moreover, it might have the effect of diverting  exports to Killala or the Shannon.
Exports to foreign countries are usually paid for by imports. Hardiman says [t] that the Galway merchants "furnished almost the entire Kingdom (of Ireland) with wine" and that in order to supp!y Dublin and Drogheda they had vaults at Athboy in Meath.

* A modem authority and an acknowledged expert-M. Boissonade in his Life in Medieval Europe-says that in 1400 cattle and sheep farming in England was ten times more profitable than tillage.
t History of Galway. p. 79.
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Finally, it may be conjectured that it was the prosperity and wealth of the Galway merchants that impelled Queen Elizabeth's government to undertake the Annexation of Connacht. The export of wool from England had been forbidden and grave dissatisfaction would arise if it were allowed to continue in the West of Ireland. The cost of subduing and occupying Connacht with troops might be heavy but on balance England would be the gainer by the diversion of the export trade.
If may be argued that all this has merely a hypothetical foundation. On the other hand England with its fuller records of the past appears to have no detailed information regarding its wool trade up to Elizabeth's reign and until this is forthcoming we must depend on inferences.

To sum up the Composition as regards Mayo, the Crown rent, amounting to £3,000 or £4,000 was a mere nominal charge. By abolishing the export of hides and wool from Galway England would be a large gainer and could afford to be generous. Unfortunately the Governor selected to rule the Province of Connacht in 1585 proved both harsh and corrupt. He-and Strafford later on-destroyed the belief of both the landlords and the people in the good faith of English rulers and political and religious firebrands took advantage in 1641 of this feeling.



